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Books received

Hearing Mechanism in Vertebrates. Edited by A. V. S. DE
REUCK and JULIE KNIGHT. Pp. 331, Illustrated, London:
J. & A. Churchill, 1968. 65s.

Growth of the Nervous System. Edited by G. E. W. WOL-
STENHOLME and M. O'CONNOR. Pp. 306, Illustrated.
London: J. & A. Churchill, 1968. 65s.

Circulation in Skeletal Muscle. By 0. HUDLICKA. Pp. 366,
Illustrated. Oxford: Pergamon, 1968. £6.

Renal Failure. By A. N. BREST and J. H. MOYER. Pp. 305,
Illustrated, London: Pitman Medical, 1968. £9.

Monoamine Oxidase Inhibitors: Relationship between Pharma-
cological and Clinical Effects. By J. CHEYMOL and J. R.
BoISSIER. Pp. 101, Illustrated. Oxford: Pergamon, 1968.
70s.

The Lung. Edited by AVERILL LIEBOW and DAVID SMITH.
Pp. 412, Illustrated. Baltimore: Williams & Wilkins.
Edinburgh and London: E. & S. Livingstone, 1968.
£6 17s. 6d.

Surgical Principles. By JAMES MORONEY and FRANCIS E.
STOCK. Pp. 381, Illustrated. Edinburgh & London: E. & S.
Livingstone, 1968. 65s.

Proceedings of a Second Symposium on Scoliosis: Causation.
Edited by P. A. ZORAB. Pp. 68, Illustrated. Edinburgh &
London: E. & S. Livingstone, 1968. 30s.

Cell Structure. By P. G. TONER and KATHARINE CARR. Pp.
202, Illustrated. Edinburgh & London: E. & S. Livingstone,
1968. 40s.

Victory with Vaccines. By H. J. PARISH. Pp. 255. Edinburgh
& London: E. & S. Livingstone, 1968. 30s.

The Mentally Abnormal Offender. Edited by A. V. S. De
REUCK and RUTH PORTER. Pp. 267. London: J. & A.
Churchill, 1968. 65s.

An Introduction To Histochemical Techniques. By J. D.
BANCROFT. Pp. 278, Illustrated. London: Butterworths,
1968. 58s.

Electrolyte Metabolism in Severe Infantile Malnutrition. By
J. S. ARROW, R. SMITH and E. E. WARD. Pp. 168. Oxford:
Pergamon, 1968. 67s. 6d.

New Editions
Handbook of Medical Treatment. Edited by M. J. CHATTON,

S. MARGEN and H. BRAINERD. Pp. 769. Eleventh Edition.
Los Altos, California Lange Medical Publications.
1968. 50s.

Book reviews

A System of Orthopaedics and Fractures
By A. GRAHAM APLEY. Third Edition. Pp. x + 524 (+ in-
dex), illustrated. London: Butterworths. 1968. £6 6s.
The virtues of this work, of which the third edition has

just appeared, are already well established and appreciated.
The clear description and orderly approach, together with the
convenience of having orthopaedics and fractures compre-
hensively covered in one volume, have made many friends
for this book amongst surgical postgraduates and those who
teach them.

In these circumstances it might have been tempting for the
author, in producing the new edition, to content himself with
bringing his book up to date without any radical changes in
style of presentation. Mr Apley, in scorning any such sloth-
ful approach, has transformed his book and greatly broad-
ened its appeal. Certainly the text has been refreshed by the
incorporation of recent work-tuberculosis, polio and other
topics of diminishing urgency have been correspondingly
restricted, although the examination candidate will find more
than enough for his needs-but the innovation lies in the use,
for the first time in this book, of illustrations; these are in
great number and most impressively arranged.
There were no pictures in the first two editions of the book,

the author placing his faith, not without justification, on the
skilful use of accurate verbal description to convey clinical
and radiological appearances. This austere approach has
now been abandoned, and in one splendid leap Mr Apley has
gone from putting in no pictures at all to using 1802 (one
has taken his word for the total), arranged as 312 'composites'.
Throughout the book, X-rays, clinical photographs, drawings
and diagrams have been assembled in groups to supplement
the text and to make their own contribution. Sometimes a

dozen or more small pictures or X-rays go to make up a
single illustration; but the consistently high quality of the
material used has permitted many interesting rarities to be
shown without their usurping the space required for the
basic essentials of orthopaedic and fracture surgery.
As the result of introducing illustrations and contriving

such a worthwhile concordance between pictures and text,
the author has now made his book much more accessible to
undergraduates, nurses and physiotherapists, as well as con-
solidating its value for postgraduates. Moreover, he has
provided a yardstick against which later efforts in textbook
illustration must expect to be measured.
There are, inevitably, minor personal quibbles with some

of the opinions voiced and the techniques advocated but
this book reflects much credit on the stable at Pyrford which
produced it and is a worthy testament to the healthy state of
present-day British orthopaedic surgery and teaching.

Cross-Reacting Antigens and Neoantigens (with Implications
for Autoimmunity and Cancer Immunity)

Edited by J. J. TRENTIN. A conference sponsored by the
Committee on Tissue Transplantation, May 1967. Pp. 122
illustrated. Baltimore: Williams & Wilkins; Edinburgh
and London: E. & S. Livingstone. 1968. 62s. 6d. (bound
edition available at 85s.).
The Committee on tissue transplantation has held a variety

of conferences under the auspices of the United States
National Institute of Health since 1959. Some of the meetings
have been concerned with clinical renal transplantation and
others with more basic biological aspects of immunity and
one of them, cross-reacting antigens and neoantigens, falls
into the second category.
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